Ambitious teachers engage students in collaborative negotiations of ideas motivated by authentic questions ([@bib41]; [@bib49]; [@bib57]; [@bib58]). Such instruction requires teachers to be adept at using students' ideas as fuel to power classroom activity ([@bib43]). Enacting ambitious teaching is complex work because of the sophistication required to make quick decisions about how to meaningfully use emergent student ideas ([@bib32]). The complexity of ambitious teaching raises important questions for teacher education. Namely, what kinds of experiences and guidance do novices need to become skilled in making rapid, reasoned, in-the-moment instructional decisions? Studies into the pedagogy of teacher education have begun to investigate questions like this by testing novel structures and activities for teacher learning, like studio-days ([@bib63]), rehearsals ([@bib33]), video clubs ([@bib15]), mediated fieldwork ([@bib60]), and learning labs ([@bib17]). This body of research has offered new tools for teacher educators (TEs) interested in developing teachers who can skillfully reason in practice.

TEs have benefited from this proliferation of activity structures for working on practice with teachers. However, there remains a paucity of frameworks for studying the pedagogy of TEs *while* enacting such activities. One notable exception is Grossman and her colleagues' framework ([@bib20]), which offers three constructs for studying teacher education pedagogy: representations, decompositions, and approximations of practice. These three constructs have become the backbone of research on the pedagogy of teacher education ([@bib4]; [@bib16]; [@bib70]; [@bib64]; [@bib68]; [@bib69]; [@bib71]; [@bib72]; [@bib55]). While a close read of [@bib20] framework offers a sophisticated vision of teaching practice grounded in sociocultural theory, the three prongs of the framework are sometimes discussed by others without a clear perspective about the *object* of teacher learning in practice. In other words, when discussing the importance of representing practice, what is it that we, as a field, believe is important to represent? Is it what [@bib27] would call the visible behaviors of teaching or is it the interplay between thought, action, identity, and knowledge? And if it is the latter, what does that look like?

Answering these questions is important because there are some emerging examples of teacher education that prioritize representations, decompositions, and approximations, but do so with an aim to develop teachers who enact moves before they have time to consider them. For example, some alternative teacher education programs in the United States have grounded their approaches to practicing teaching in popular texts such as [@bib36] *Practice perfect: 42 Rules for getting better at getting better,* in which rule number three is "Let the Mind Follow the Body" (p. 32). Practice opportunities that follow this rule are intentionally designed to support teachers to adopt actions without thinking about them. According to the authors*,* "once you have learned a skill to automaticity, your body executes, and only afterwards does your mind catch up ... \[you\] do it without thinking and this is exactly the point. . . . The takeaway: You don't have to be aware of your knowledge to use it. In fact, awareness often gets in the way" (pp. 33--36). Alternative teacher education programs that have adopted this Pavlovian perspective on teacher learning often represent, decompose, and approximate visible behaviors of teaching, such as "scanning the room," "using non-verbal signals," or "giving precise praise" in the hopes that these moves become routine behaviors that teachers execute without engaging in conscious thought ([@bib35]).

While TEs, programs, and graduate schools that have adopted this approach are certainly representing, decomposing, and approximating practice, their vision of *practice* seems to prioritize the visible behaviors of teaching over the underlying thoughts, knowledge, and beliefs that animate them ([@bib27]). In a moment when the field is locked in debates about whether practice-based teacher education (PBTE) is professionalizing or de-professionalizing and humanizing or de-humanizing ([@bib45]), researchers need conceptual tools that can support them in identifying approaches to representing, decomposing, and approximating teaching that prioritize pedagogical reasoning and discourage technocratic approaches to teaching. Towards this end, we studied the pedagogy of TEs within a program that described itself as "practice-based," but was organized around practices such as "positioning students as competent sensemakers" and "orienting students to each other's ideas" (for a full list, see [@bib66], p. 912). Our research was organized around the following question:"*When working with novice teachers on practice, to what extent and in what ways did teacher educators (TEs) mediate novices' opportunities to engage in pedagogical reasoning?*"

Our findings have implications for research on teacher education pedagogy as well as implications for TEs interested in developing their practice, especially those interested in adopting PBTE in ways that push against technocratic visions of teaching.

1. Practice-based teacher education pedagogy {#sec1}
============================================

Our research is motivated by an interest in understanding whether and how TEs supported novices to engage in pedagogical reasoning when they represented, decomposed, and approximated teaching practice. To introduce this investigation, we revisit Grossman and colleagues' ([@bib20]) framework, which presents three pedagogies used by professional educators to support professional learning about practice. The first, *offering representations of practice*, describes how professional educators support novices to envision professional practice. TEs offer representations of practice when they screen videos of teaching, model teaching, or examine cases or lesson plans. Representations vary in the extent to which they comprehensively and authentically illustrate the relationship between teachers' actions and teachers' thinking. An unannotated video of teaching, for example, offers no information about *why* a teacher took the actions captured in the footage. This variation likely influences the extent to which a given representation can support teachers in learning about the interplay of knowledge and action.

The second element of [@bib20] framework is *decompositions of practice*: breaking down the complex work of teaching into named parts. This breaking down enables novices to cultivate a nuanced professional vision and language: through categorization, novices gain a better understanding of what to look for and how to describe and interpret what they see. By identifying and naming the component parts of practice, TEs support novices to practice and use the language of their profession. The challenge remains that separating the part (a pedagogical move) from the whole (teaching practice writ large) can alternately illuminate and minimize the complex practice of experienced teachers. Opportunities for re-composition, or integrating these parsed skills and components into more authentic and complex practice, remain essential for novices to attain a broader and deeper professional vision and practice ([@bib25]).

The final element of [@bib20] framework is *approximations of practice*. Approximations simulate the most challenging aspects of the profession, helping novices try out their craft in safe waters. Through low-risk experiments in acting out the practice of teaching, and experiencing instructive failure, novice thinking can approach more specificity and depth. As with decompositions, effective approximations of practice rely on some inauthenticity: focusing on one difficult aspect of teaching (e.g., asking open-ended, text-dependent questions) necessarily overlooks the range and difficulty of skills needed to practice that aspect within the context a chaotic classroom.

Though [@bib20] framework is widely used, the field's lexicon for describing teacher education pedagogy remains limited, particularly in verbs. We have myriad ways of describing the object of teacher learning ([@bib12]) as well as its purpose ([@bib9]), but as a field, we have struggled to describe the *activity* of learning to teach ([@bib31]). While there is a large body of work on how to prompt and support teachers *to reflect* ([@bib5]; [@bib18]; [@bib19]; [@bib47]; [@bib52]) and *to inquire* ([@bib3]; [@bib7]; [@bib10], [@bib11]), researchers have few other verbs to draw from when describing the activity of learning to teach. By introducing "represent," "decompose," and "approximate" into the field's lexicon for describing the activity of learning to teach, [@bib20] framework expanded the linguistic landscape of our ability to describe the activity of teacher education (see also [@bib65]; [@bib33]). However, the field still lacks a language for describing teacher education pedagogy at a finer grain. "Representations" offer us a broad category, but what are the characteristics of representations that support teachers to see the interplay between the visible and invisible parts of teaching? What is the difference between approximations that support teachers to attempt behaviors absent thought and approximations that support teachers to attempt embodied pedagogical reasoning? To draw a comparison to K-12 instruction, representation/decomposition/approximation is to PBTE what the writing process (prewriting/drafting/revising/publishing) is to writing instruction: It offers a unit-level structure that can be facilitated at vastly differing levels of sophistication by individual TEs.

Sophisticated representations, decompositions, and approximations link the activity of teaching with the knowledge and ethical infrastructure that animate it. When teacher education pedagogy focuses only on the visible elements of teaching practice ("what teachers do"), TEs can entirely overlook the invisible yet essential elements of pedagogical reasoning and professional judgment ("why they do it"). Teacher education that employs representation, decomposition, and approximation to model and teach ambitious instruction must take seriously this challenge. To design more precise approximations of practice, ambitious teacher education must involve unfolding the invisible professional thinking behind discrete elements of teaching practice; behaviors alone cannot constitute ambitious or effective teaching ([@bib27]).

1.1. Pedagogical reasoning {#sec1.1}
--------------------------

The invisible cognitive work undergirding ambitious teaching is often called *pedagogical reasoning,* what [@bib37] described as "the thinking that underpins informed professional practice" (pp. 4). Pedagogical reasoning, also referred to as "instructional reasoning" ([@bib54]), is the activity through which teachers attach their actions to the purposes that undergird them. Such reasoning is always situated in an instructional context because instructional purposes arise in response to particular dilemmas sitting at the nexus of teachers, students, content, and context ([@bib8]; [@bib28]; [@bib50]; [@bib53]; [@bib54]; [@bib62]).

Guided by scholarship on pedagogical reasoning, we see teaching as a dynamic interplay between knowing and doing ([@bib13]), in which teachers are decision-makers who consistently face pedagogical dilemmas and employ professional judgment. This perspective draws on the concept of the *pedagogical dilemma*, a phrase coined by [@bib30] to describe those moments when teachers face equally reasonable alternatives while teaching that require reasoned arguments with oneself. These dilemmas occur for teachers in a steady stream (e.g., who to call on, when to offer input, when to hold back). Through this lens, teaching is the act of consistently choosing between alternative courses of action, all of which will create new pedagogical dilemmas. To navigate this terrain, teachers rely on their professional judgment, their ability to make decisions in moments of uncertainty that are productive for student learning. [@bib51] described professional judgment as the negotiation of "the universal terms of theory and the gritty particularities of situated practice" (p. 519). In short, we see pedagogical reasoning as the act of drawing on one's professional judgment ([@bib51]) to make a steady stream of instructional decisions in the face of consistent pedagogical dilemmas ([@bib30]) (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1A Model of Pedagogical Reasoning.Fig. 1

By prioritizing pedagogical reasoning as core to teaching practice, our perspective on practice is similar to [@bib46] vision of "disciplined improvisation." Such perspectives assume that teachers consistently face novel problems within dynamic contexts, and that their expertise stems from their ability to engage with those problems as they arise in ways that are contextually appropriate, ethically considered, humane, nurturing, and consistent with disciplinary inquiry. In this way, expertise in teaching is not what [@bib23] have called "routine expertise," meaning the ability to enact difficult routines with predictability and precision. Instead, teaching requires what these same authors call "adaptive expertise," or the ability to efficiently innovate in the face of novel problems. That said, we acknowledge that teaching involves some routine activity. [@bib40], along with others (e.g., [@bib1]; [@bib6]; [@bib48]), have illustrated that teachers' ability to be adaptive rests on their familiarity with routine instructional practices.

Our belief that ambitious teaching practice is built atop a foundation of pedagogical reasoning has implications for how we prepare novices for the work of teaching. If a TE's goal is to prepare novice teachers to enact routine instructional moves with precision and predictability, the way she structures practice opportunities will be quite different than if her goal is to prepare novices to use pedagogical reasoning to consider, decide on, and then enact activity in the face of novel pedagogical dilemmas. Understanding this difference was the central project of this research project: within representations, decompositions, and approximations of practice, we wanted to understand what characteristics of teacher education pedagogy granted novice teachers the opportunity to consciously practice engaging in pedagogical reasoning as a central part of preparing for practice.

2. Research design and methods {#sec2}
==============================

2.1. Research participants and context {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------

This study, which emerged from a larger project examining the practice of seven TEs, is a comparative case study of the practice of two TEs, Jenna and Leigh. In both projects, we were interested in understanding if and how participating TEs mediated novice teachers' pedagogical reasoning when representing, decomposing, and approximating practice. Due to the exploratory nature of this study, we adopted a qualitative methodological approach, which allowed us to follow relevant lines of inquiry as they emerged ([@bib59]).

The TE participants in our larger study were seven content methods instructors (one secondary English language arts, one secondary science, one elementary mathematics, one elementary literacy, and three TEs who were co-teaching the secondary mathematics course). Author A was a participant in the larger study (the ELA methods instructor), but she was not one of the participants in the comparative case study on the practice of Jenna and Leigh that we present here. The other two authors of this article were not participants. All seven TEs were teaching in the same teacher education program, a program that was in its pilot year in the summer of 2014 when data were collected. The program claimed an adaptation of [@bib20] framework as its organizing pedagogical frame for all methods courses ([@bib65]). Due to this shared framework and to the fact that most TEs had been involved in collaboratively designing the program the previous year around that framework, the program had an unusual amount of pedagogical coherency.

Each TE used a set of instructional activities (IAs) ([@bib34]) for teaching novices about instructional methods in the content areas, and the TEs heavily relied on representations, decompositions, and approximations to engage novices in learning in and through these IAs. Because all methods instructors used this framework to organize their instruction, this program was a particularly useful site for investigating if and how TEs worked with novice teachers on developing their ability to engage in pedagogical reasoning when representing, decomposing, and approximating practice.

All participants had at one point been classroom teachers in the content area they were teaching, with teaching experience from less than 2 years to more than 10 years. The two TEs we examine as cases in this study were Leigh, a secondary mathematics methods instructor, and Jenna, a secondary science methods instructor (neither are authors of this paper). At the time of data collection, Jenna had 1 year of experience as a TE and Leigh had more than 10 years of experience. Jenna was in her 20s. Leigh was in her 40s. Both were white women. Jenna was a doctoral student of science education whose limited experience teaching science methods coursework was all at one university-based teacher education program. Leigh was a clinical faculty member at a large research university and had taught secondary and elementary mathematics methods courses at a variety of universities and programs. Both Leigh and Jenna had played central roles in designing the practice-based program in which they were teaching.

2.2. Data sources {#sec2.2}
-----------------

In the larger study, our primary data were 52.5 h of video of methods coursework taught by participating TEs. For this comparative case study, we draw on the 20.45 h of teaching we collected on our case TEs. The video that was captured was determined in advance by the research team, who selected the segments of methods coursework to capture on video based on when TEs were working on focal instructional activities. Each TE identified one focal instructional activity, and video was captured of methods instruction when that instructional activity was being represented, decomposed, and approximated. The goal was to collect only data related to these three teacher education pedagogies. Supplemental data include pre- and post-semi-structured interviews with our two focal TEs and documents related to the methods course (e.g., lesson plans, handouts, and notes).

2.3. Data analysis {#sec2.3}
------------------

Our analysis of video data started with our research question: *When working with novice teachers on practice, to what extent and in what ways did TEs mediate novices' opportunities to engage in pedagogical reasoning?* Guided by this question, our data analysis occurred in three stages. We first ensured that our data included only episodes when practice was represented, decomposed, or approximated by cleaning our data of any moments that were mistakenly collected and did not include any of these three teacher education pedagogies. We then identified episodes in the dataset where TEs were mediating novices' opportunities to engage in pedagogical reasoning (to understand how we identified episodes, read the "Identifying episodes" section below). We then identified trends within these episodes. We describe this process in the "Identifying trends" section. All video analysis was conducted with Studiocode, video analysis software that allowed us analyze patterns within and across video files. Author A, as both a participant in the larger study and a researcher, participated in the development of the coding scheme; however, she did not code any of the data that were directly related to her methods teaching to ward against biases inherent in self-study ([@bib22]).

### 2.3.1. Identifying episodes {#sec2.3.1}

Because we began with a large data set, our first task was to sample the data that were relevant to our questions. Given our research question, we began with video data and coded the footage that captured moments when practice was being represented, decomposed, or approximated. We excluded any video data that were not coded with one or more of these codes. We divided the remaining data into episodes using a strategy adapted from [@bib24]. Some episodes were single-turn utterances (e.g., "Did you see how I just pressed for justification there?"); others spanned many turns of talk and many participants. Our decision rules for when to end an episode were primarily topical. When talk between TEs and teachers moved away from one teaching decision or action to focus on another, we ended the episode and began another.

### 2.3.2. Attaching supplemental data to episodes {#sec2.3.2}

After the episodes were identified, we drew from lesson plans, interview data, and documents to round out each episode with pertinent data from other sources. To be attached to an episode, supplemental data had to directly pertain to it. For example, after we identified the launch of a particular rehearsal as a pertinent episode and sampled it, we included the following items in the collection of data about the episode: the video footage of the rehearsal launch, the TE's plan that pertained to that rehearsal launch, the handouts used during that rehearsal launch, and the excerpts from the TE's interviews when she spoke about the launch.

### 2.3.3. Coding episodes {#sec2.3.3}

To determine whether and how TEs were mediating novices' opportunities to engage in pedagogical reasoning, we began by using [@bib24] concept of an episode of pedagogical reasoning (EPR), which she defined as "units of teacher-to-teacher talk in which teachers exhibit their understanding of an issue in their practice. Specifically, EPRs are moments in teachers' interaction in which they describe issues in or raise questions about teaching practice that are accompanied by some elaboration of reasons, explanations, or justifications" (p. 46). Through open coding of the episodes that we identified using Horne's data analysis strategy, we began to notice patterns, which led us to develop two new units of analysis: the first we called an *episode of pedagogical problem solving* (EPPS) and the second we called an *episode of routine pedagogical practice* (ERPP). We defined EPPSs as units of talk within teacher education coursework in which a problem, issue, or question about pedagogical practice was raised in a way that *did not assume one correct answer or solution*. We defined ERPPs, on the other hand, as units of talk within teacher education coursework in which a specified move, routine, or practice was called on either by a teacher or a TE and discussed in a way that highlighted the importance of executing it *with fidelity to some ideal*. We labeled each episode in our dataset as being either an ERPP, an EPPS, neither, or both. We then looked across the EPPSs to look for trends in teacher education practice. Through iterative review of these episodes, we developed a final codebook with codes drawn from the trends and patterns we identified in the data. These codes included six practices that TEs employed to work on decision-making in practice (for elaborated explanations of these practices, see the discussion section):

We then applied these same codes to the episodes that we had labeled as episodes of routine pedagogical practice (ERPP).

2.4. Focal data selection {#sec2.4}
-------------------------

In the next section, we present and interpret data from two thematically related episodes. In both episodes, the dilemma is "how do I respond to what this student has just said?" One of the episodes was labeled as an ERPP and the other was labeled as an EPPS. In the EPPS sample, the TE explicitly mediates a novice teacher's attempt to make a deliberate and informed pedagogical decision and employs all of the practices listed in the codes listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. In the ERPP sample, when faced with a strikingly similar pedagogical dilemma, the TE employs none of these practices. We offer these contrasting episodes to illustrate how the six practices that emerged from our analytic coding supported the TEs in engaging novices in the complex work of pedagogical reasoning. Neither of the episodes were typical in our data. Both were significantly longer and more explicit. They were selected because their length and depth allow readers to understand how the six practices enumerated above worked together to support TEs to engage novices in deliberate pedagogical decision-making.Table 1Teacher educator practice codes.Table 1Practice-based teacher educator practicesCreating a shared instructional contextPosing pedagogical dilemmasHighlighting instructional purposesEngaging relevant knowledgesConsidering multiple instructional decisionsMaking instructional decision-making explicit

3. Findings {#sec3}
===========

Our analysis revealed that, when representing, decomposing, and facilitating approximations of practice, TEs differed in the extent to which they supported novices to see and practice the pedagogical reasoning that undergirds what [@bib27] would call the "visible behaviors" of teaching. When participating TEs *did* prioritize pedagogical reasoning within their practice-based pedagogy, they employed the practices we highlight in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. We unpack these practices in depth in the "Practice-Based Pedagogy for Pedagogical Reasoning" section later in this paper. However, *first* we offer two contrasting episodes from our data in the hopes of offering readers concrete, extended examples of practice-based pedagogy: one example prioritizes pedagogical reasoning and the other deprioritizes pedagogical reasoning. In our first episode, the TE offers novices a significant amount of support and guidance as she unpacks the pedagogical reasoning that undergirds the practice of eliciting and responding to students.

3.1. Supporting novices to engage in pedagogical reasoning {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------------------

Leigh and Beth co-teach their secondary mathematics methods course. On the third day of their course, they are preparing novice teachers to facilitate a mathematical discussion with high school students. In this discussion, students are meant to match different representations, one graphical and one narrative, of the same mathematical object and discuss their reasoning for matching. To introduce novices to this type of discussion and to the mathematics inside it, Leigh and Beth model a lesson. After modeling the lesson with novices in the student role, Leigh engages in a second model of the same lesson. This time, she asks her novices to collaborate with her as she engages in pedagogical reasoning about what to do in response to a student's comment."*As Leigh teaches, on the board are two large pieces of butcher paper. One of the pages reads*: Tom walked slowly along the road, stopped to look at his watch, realized he was late, and then started running. On the other page is this graph (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}):"Fig. 2Graph on the board of Leigh and Beth's classroom.Fig. 2

"Leigh: I'm going to be the teacher and Beth \[*Leigh's co-teacher*\] is going to offer something up and I'm gonna pause us and I'm gonna have us think aloud about what we would do with Beth's contribution to work towards my \[instructional\] goal for everyone in the room, okay?.. "Beth, could you explain how you decided that those two \[*she points to the story and the graph*\] were a match -- that that story represented that graph?"""Beth: Well, I saw that it was increasing because he was walking away from home, but then he stopped and looked at his watch, so he wasn't moving anywhere.""Leigh: ... \[*To the novice teachers*\] In your groups, discuss: what could you do with this \[*Beth's comment*\]? What are your options? Come up with a bunch of options of things you could do to pull out the big ideas of what she just said. Go for it, try to be specific, like, what specific questions or moves?""

Here, Leigh has engineered a pedagogical dilemma for her novice teachers by asking Beth to pose a statement she would reasonably expect from students. By asking novices for their next moves, Leigh cues them to the pedagogical dilemma at hand: "what could you do with this \[student's reasoning\]?""*\[Novices discuss in their groups. After several minutes, Leigh brings them together again.\]* Leigh: All right, what are some of the options that I have as a teacher? What are some of the things I could do?""Novice 1: A follow-up question about what that looks like on the graph. You could say, 'Could you come up here and point to where that is on the spot?'""Leigh: So a follow-up question. I'm gonna name that a 'probing' or 'clarifying' question because what you're doing is you're probing a little more for specificity. So, you said we could ask a probing or a clarifying question \[*she writes 'probing or clarifying question' on the board\]* ... \[*Speaking to the whole class\]* What I'm trying to do is validate what Beth said and I'm trying to pull out from that the idea that I'm working towards, which is that he wasn't moving here \[*she points to where the line on the graph plateaus*\] because he was stopped, right? \[*Speaking directly to Novice 1\]* So your question serves us -- how does it help us work towards that?"

Here Leigh returns to and thinks aloud about her two aims as a classroom teacher in this moment: (a) validating student thinking, and (b) building understanding of the graph and what its features represent. By framing the pedagogical dilemma in terms of these instructional and relational purposes, she models one method of decision-making as a teacher."Novice 1: Well, since she specifically said it's an increasing graph and then stops, but she didn't specifically say that's where the graph gets flat and that's, like, what your objective is that you're trying to teach the rest of the class, so maybe some people were following and some maybe not ...""Leigh: We want everyone in the room to pick out the key thing in what she said. So, you're saying, let's go back to that key thing and ask a probing question. And you actually have a specific *kind* of \[probing question\], which is what we're gonna call a linking question \[*she writes 'linking' on the board\]* because you're asking, "Where in the graph did you see that?" which is linking the story to the graph ... I want to get some more ideas on the table first, because there's a lot of moves we could do and I want to hear some other things we could do in that moment."

By asking this first novice teacher to articulate her ideas with more specificity and then categorizing the kinds of questions the novice teacher brainstorms into types, Leigh brings relevant knowledges to bear on the dilemma while using pedagogies of representation and decomposition."*Several other novices offer possible responses to Beth's comment. Similar to the exchange between Leigh and Novice 1, Leigh probes each novice teacher about why they would choose that particular move in light of their instructional goal and other important considerations. For example, after pressing one teacher candidate to offer a rationale for her decision to have another student restate Beth's comment, Leigh says*, so this is what I was saying earlier about getting specific and getting a rationale---we might ask a probing/clarifying question because one of our goals, or our rationale, is to help connect representations \[*she points to both the story problem and the graph*\]. Here you're sort of saying you might open it up to the class because we want to assess if anyone else understands it."

Here, Leigh connects novice teachers' moves with the instructional purpose behind them. Unsatisfied with simply having many options of teacher moves, she presses novice teachers to discuss *why* they would choose one move---what purpose would each serve, and given her aims, how would this move validate individual student thinking and advance collective understanding for the class?"*\[After a handful of novice teachers offered possible responses to Beth's comment and the class discusses each, Leigh releases novice teachers back into discussion in their small groups.\]* Leigh: Could we just take a minute, because we've been quiet and talking whole-group for a minute, to think about all of these things *\[she points to the list she has written on the board that categorizes possible responses to Beth's comment\]*. Which one feels like the one you would instinctively want to do and which one feels a little bit challenging? \[*Novice teachers discuss this question in their table groups. Leigh circulates and listens as groups discuss. After several minutes, Leigh brings the class back together.*\]""Leigh: I want to name that this group said that they all had different opinions. And that is awesome, because the whole point is that all of those moves are valid, you just have to be intentional and have a rationale that you can explain. So, does anyone want to say what their rationale was? What they thought they'd do in the moment or what felt comfortable to them? *\[As several novices offer how they would respond to Beth's comment with their accompanying rationale, Leigh records each idea on the board.\]*"

Again, connecting intentionality and rationale as key considerations in choosing a possible solution, Leigh focuses her representation of pedagogical dilemma management in terms of instructional purpose. Her choice to garner and evaluate many potential solutions from the whole class emphasizes the breadth of possibly effective options."Leigh: I'm gonna play out what you just did and then I'm gonna wrap it up, so you can go do your rehearsals ... We're gonna work on all the moves you talked about \[*she points to the list she created on the board\]* -- you can use anything you want. \[*Pointing to where she has written "*public record" *on the board\]* We're gonna press you on developing a public record that makes really clear what students have said and what your goals are, and we're gonna push you a little bit on some of these probing or clarifying questions that link representations. So, the public record was things like, moving my finger \[*she moves her finger along the graph\]* or underlining it \[*she uses her finger to mock underline a word in the story problem*\] and I'm gonna add in just a second when *I* do this: writing something on the board that summarizes what we said. Um, the probing or linking are things like: "Where did you see him stopped in the graph?" "Where do you see the increasing part on the graph?" So, it's probing questions that actually force us to connect representations, \[*she points to both the story problem and the graph\]* which is what we're doing. *\[Following this comment, Leigh jumps back into her model, playing out one possible way of responding to Beth's comment, and she concludes her model lesson.\]*"

Leigh's planning and design clearly frame teaching practice as instructional decision-making. By first planting Beth to offer a typical student response and by facilitating novices in discussing possible responses to Beth's comment, Leigh engineers an opportunity for her novices to consider an authentic and frequent pedagogical dilemma: in light of my instructional and relational goals, how do I respond to what that student just said? It is through wrestling with this dilemma that Leigh introduces two key teaching moves: creating a public record and asking probing questions. By design, these moves emerge because of their usefulness in solving the authentic pedagogical dilemma Leigh has posed. It is the pedagogical dilemma that offers meaning to and context for working on teaching moves or behaviors in context. Without such situated meaning-making, identifying and working on teaching moves amounts to a drill-and-practice session.

3.2. Leaving pedagogical reasoning inexplicit {#sec3.2}
---------------------------------------------

To contrast with Leigh's deliberate approach to supporting novices' pedagogical reasoning practice, we offer another example from our data. This episode offers a strikingly similar dilemma to the one at the center of Leigh's episode above: "how do I respond to what this student has just shared?" However, this episode was labeled as an "episode of routine pedagogical practice" or ERPP (as opposed to Leigh's episode, which was labeled as an "episode of pedagogical problem solving" or EPPS). The TE in this next episode does not highlight the pedagogical dilemma on the table, connect the dilemma with an instructional purpose, engage relevant knowledge, consider possible instructional decisions, or make the instructional decision explicit.

Jenna, a secondary science methods instructor, has just introduced a biology instructional activity to her novice science teachers. Their task is to plan questions to accompany students' viewing of a time-lapse video of an acorn growing into a tree. The questions they have been asked to plan are supposed to elicit student inferences about the unseen factors influencing the tree's growth. After teachers have planned their question sequence, Jenna leads them in rehearsing asking the questions they have planned."*John volunteers to act as teacher in the group's first experience with a formal teaching rehearsal. He starts out with his own planned questions: "What's happening? What do you notice?" Students respond with three variations on "the plant is getting bigger" and John revoices each one in turn. Then the fourth student explains that "the plant grew towards the light."*""John: OK, so you're seeing light in the video. What do you think is causing the growth?""Novice playing a student (1): I remember hearing something about photosynthesis when I learned about this last year.""John: Can you tell me more about photosynthesis?""*\[The novice playing a student adds that photosynthesis means converting light and nutrients into energy\]*""Novice playing a student (2): I know photosynthesis happens on each cell.""John: \[*looks surprised and turns to Jenna, his TE\]* Can I ask, "How do you know that?" Or \[pause\]. How do you respond?""Jenna: You can ask, like, "What do you mean? What do you mean happens at each cell?"""John: \[*turns back to Novice 2*\] What do you mean? Can you tell me more about that? What do you mean, it happens at each cell?"

Here, John has posed an authentic dilemma: how do I respond to this student's thinking? In this case, instead of keeping the problem space open, Jenna closes it by making the instructional decision herself and feeding John a line. There are many reasons Jenna may have chosen to do this. One possible reason Jenna may have for closing the problem space is that this particular dilemma may not be the most important thing for her novices to be focusing on at this particular moment. Or Jenna may be intentionally treating the work of probing for more information as a routine action that does not require thought. Jenna may feel that teachers should routinely probe for more information and that they do not need to reason through this decision. Lastly, Jenna may have closed the problem space because she simply does not have the time to engage her novices in pedagogical reasoning at the moment. Whatever was motivating her decision, Jenna chose not to mediate the novice teachers' process of pedagogical reasoning at this moment.

As this rehearsal comes to a close, Jenna again offers John directive feedback rather than mediating his decision-making:"Jenna: When you have students who are responding, it becomes this really intellectual game of how do I respond and what ideas do I pick up? You can see that the content really matters in terms of what you elevate and what you push on."

Jenna closes the rehearsal by naming the dilemma that she saw arising again and again during John's rehearsal: "how do I respond?" While she sees this as an "intellectual game," she does not make visible how the game is played.

3.3. Practice-Based Pedagogy for Pedagogical Reasoning {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------------------

We offer these two thematically related episodes from our data to illustrate an example and a non-example of TEs' work of unpacking the process of engaging in pedagogical reasoning. Both episodes include examples of what our participants and others would describe as practice-based teacher education (PBTE). Both TEs represented and decomposed teaching and supported novices in their own approximations of teaching. Leigh included the invisible process of pedagogical reasoning as a part of the practice that she represented, decomposed, and approximated. Jenna, on the other hand, included only what [@bib27] would call the "visible behaviors" of teaching. She did not explicitly engage novices in practicing the more invisible part of teaching: how to use one's judgment to make informed instructional choices. We believe that this aspect of a TE's pedagogy when enacting PBTE may be a significant determinant in whether teaching is treated as a technocratic activity or a complex relational activity requiring specialized professional judgment.

Across our data, when TEs mediated novices' attempts to engage in pedagogical reasoning, they employed a collection of practices that were woven throughout their representations, decompositions, and approximations of practice. While all TEs represented, decomposed, and approximated practice, these more nuanced practices distinguished one approximation from another, one representation from another, or one decomposition from another. We refer to these practices as *textural* because they were woven throughout whatever a TE was doing. These practices emerged from our data and became the final codes that we applied during analysis ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We distinguish these textural practices from the more *temporal* practices (practices that had beginnings, middles, and ends), such as representing teaching by screening video, or approximating teaching by facilitating a rehearsal. While the TEs all employed the same temporal practices (all screened video, all modeled teaching, all facilitated rehearsals), the texture of their practice within those activities differed greatly.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} In the next paragraphs, we unpack each of the textural practices outlined in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and discuss how they showed up in our data.

Across our data, whether an episode was labeled as an *episode of pedagogical problem solving* (EPPS) or an *episode of routine pedagogical practice* (ERPP), when TEs worked on practice, they first **created a shared instructional context** within which to unpack the nuances of teaching practice. In Leigh's episode, a shared instructional context was created through her model lesson, whereas in Jenna's episode, the shared instructional context was John's rehearsal. In other episodes in our data, TEs created shared instructional contexts by screening a video, discussing a written transcript of classroom talk, discussing a lesson plan, or engaging novices in a reflection on their individual teaching of a common lesson. Of the six practices that we identified in our analysis, creating shared instructional context was the only practice that consistently showed up across our dataset in both EPPSs and ERPPs. It is interesting to note that this practice is significantly more temporally bound than the others. TEs usually create a shared instructional context by engaging novices in an activity that has a beginning, middle, and end. Looking across our data, the other five practices that we identified emerged almost exclusively in the episodes in our data coded as EPPSs and were much more textural---in other words, they wove in and out of many different kinds of teacher learning activities and didn't have neat beginnings, middles, and ends.

Across all identified EPPSs in our data, TEs **posed pedagogical dilemmas**: forced choices between equally reasonable instructional alternatives ([@bib30]). The most common pedagogical dilemma was some version of "What should I do/say next?" In Leigh's episode, the dilemma was, "how should I respond to Beth's idea?" While there was a pedagogical dilemma in Jenna's episode, it was posed by John, a novice, and not by Jenna ("how do I respond to this student?"). Because Jenna did not engage John's dilemma explicitly as a decision-making process involving judgment, we did not apply this code to her practice. Across our data, TEs posed pedagogical dilemmas in a variety of ways: they stopped the action of a video, model, or rehearsal, or they pointed to particular moments within written transcripts or lesson plans and raised questions about what a teacher might do next and why.

In those episodes coded as EPPSs, TEs also **highlighted instructional purposes**. These purposes became the anchors around which they supported novices to practice making principled instructional decisions. While Jenna did not do this in her episode, Leigh's episode offered multiple examples. She highlighted an instructional purpose every time she described a goal (e.g., "what I'm trying to do is validate what Beth said," "we might ask a probing/clarifying question *because one of our goals, or our rationale, is to help connect representations"*). Examples from other episodes in our dataset include, "If you were the teacher and your goal was *to get more students involved in the discussion*, what would you do next and why?" or "Let's stop here for a second---we've veered away from your instructional goal. If *we want to focus ourselves back towards our instructional goal*, what could we do at this point?" Common instructional purposes in our dataset were: eliciting students' ideas; engaging more students in learning; redirecting student behaviors that are not supporting a productive learning environment; explaining content; assessing student understanding; and orienting students to each other's ideas.

Along with posing pedagogical dilemmas and highlighting instructional purposes, in the EPPSs across our dataset, TEs also **considered multiple instructional decisions**. While Jenna offered John only one teaching move as an option, Leigh engaged novices in brainstorming many options for how to respond to Beth. She was also explicit about why she had novices consider multiple options, "I want to name that this group said that they all had different opinions. And that is awesome, because the whole point is that all of these moves are valid, you just have to be intentional and have a rationale that you can explain." When only one answer is presented as a way to address a dilemma, it can seem like there is 'one right way' to teach. By engaging novices in considering multiple options and explicitly highlighting that multiple routes may be appropriate, Leigh frames teaching as a complex activity that requires contextual pedagogical reasoning rather than context-independent "best practices."

While considering these multiple options, TEs in the data set explicitly taught novices by modeling and offering guidance in how to **engage relevant knowledges**. The vast professional knowledge base of teaching ([@bib56]) demands much of teachers: knowledge of subject matter, pedagogical content, general pedagogy, other content, curriculum, learners, social structures and how they impact the classroom space, and educational aims---and they must also possess and access structural understanding of these knowledges in order to choose and create representations of content that will prove effective for particular learners in a particular context. TEs supported novices in developing and engaging this professional knowledge base in many ways: by uncovering several possible ways to address the dilemma and, in discussing the affordances and constraints of each possibility, bringing forth knowledge about students, content, informational tools and supports, and teaching and learning.

Finally, TEs **made instructional decisions explicit** rather than enacting specified moves (or supporting novices to enact moves) without highlighting the pedagogical reasoning that undergirded them. One such moment in Leigh's episode stands out. After the class had considered many possible moves and discussed rationale, affordances, and constraints of each, Leigh said,"I'm gonna play out what you just \[decided\] ... We're gonna work on all the moves you talked about ... and I'm gonna add in just a second when *I* do this: writing something on the board that summarizes what we said. Um, the probing or linking are things like: "Where did you see him stopped in the graph?" "Where do you see the increasing part on the graph?" So, it's probing questions that actually force us to connect representations, \[*she points to both the story problem and the graph\]* which is what we're doing. *\[Following this comment, Leigh jumps back into her model, playing out one possible way of responding to Beth's comment, and then she concludes her model lesson.\]*"

Here, rather than keeping her pedagogical reasoning to herself, Leigh made her final decision explicit by naming and describing it. Her decision-making about the dilemma was both collaborative and guided. By orienting to the decision-making process---rather than to fidelity to a specific method or strategy---she provides an opportunity for novices to practice pedagogical reasoning ([@bib67]). Looking back to [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we can see that in the hands of a sophisticated TE, making instructional decisions explicit is not an end goal but merely a stop along on ongoing cycle. Every decision a teacher makes inevitably leads to more dilemmas ([@bib30]).

4. Implications and conclusions {#sec4}
===============================

We embarked on this research because we take seriously a set of critical questions that scholars have raised about PBTE: Can teacher education that is grounded in predetermined, pre-specified routines and practices support novices in learning to enact teaching that is responsive to students and to context ([@bib27]; [@bib45]; [@bib61])? Can specifying core practices ([@bib75]; [@bib21]), routine instructional activities ([@bib34]), and teacher education pedagogies ([@bib73], [@bib65]) support the development of teaching expertise that is more adaptive than routine ([@bib23])? Spurred by these questions, we set out to investigate whether and to what extent TEs in a practice-based program created opportunities for novices to practice engaging in pedagogical reasoning. Did TEs engaged in practice-based pedagogy simply work on technique or did they also offer practical scaffolds for novices to develop and use their emergent professional judgment through opportunities to engage in pedagogical reasoning?

By focusing on the episodes of methods instruction within our dataset where novices' instructional decision-making was highly mediated, our analysis revealed a collection of practices that, when employed in various combinations, seemed to support novices in practicing the invisible work of identifying dilemmas, using judgment tied to disciplinary goals and professional ethics to consider alternatives, and making informed instructional decisions. We view this approach to PBTE as aligned with a vision of expertise in teaching as adaptive and not routine ([@bib23]). As more programs adopt practice-based approaches to teacher education, it will be important to continue enriching the field's knowledge about how to design PBTE instruction that supports the development of adaptive expertise and specialized professional judgment.

The findings of this study indicate that when representing, decomposing, and approximating teaching, TEs can support novices in ways that align with visions of teaching that value professional judgment and responsiveness to context. This is significant because prominent scholars have begun to question whether the grounding assumptions of PBTE make this type of work untenable ([@bib27]; [@bib45]; [@bib61]). [@bib45] have claimed that "calls for reductive notions of PBTE defined by routines and positioned in contrast to theory have grown in popularity" in recent years, and they go on to argue that PBTE represents "packaged, ready-to-use models of teacher training" (p. 2). Additionally, [@bib61] and [@bib27] have expressed concerns about the role of judgment in PBTE. We believe that the findings of this study demonstrate that practice-based teacher education pedagogies can be in alignment with perspectives on teaching that value pedagogical reasoning. Therefore, this study's findings contribute to ongoing work to justify and improve PBTE, especially when taken together with other recent studies (Dutro & Cartun, 2016; [@bib14]; [@bib67]; [@bib68]; [@bib69]; [@bib71]).

Second, our findings offer teacher education researchers an additional lens for examining the pedagogy of teacher education. The lexicon for describing the pedagogical practice of TEs remains thin, and the language describes the component parts of TEs' practice at a very large grain ([@bib20]). By offering language to describe the pedagogical practice of TEs at a finer grain than words like *inquiry, reflection, representation, decomposition,* and *approximation,* researchers may begin to investigate the pedagogy of TEs with more nuance.

Finally, we turn to the practical implications of our study. While the data that we analyzed for this study were from content-based instructional methods coursework and not foundations coursework, a TE teaching a practice-based foundations class focused on teaching for educational justice could employ the same textural practices to support novices in engaging in pedagogical reasoning informed by knowledge about historical and ongoing structures of oppression, or students' cultural funds of knowledge and linguistic resources in their teaching context. It is not difficult to imagine an episode similar to Leigh's, where a TE plants a student comment about race, gender, or sexuality and then engages novices in discussing the affordances and constraints of a variety of responses calling on knowledge about privilege and power and how they operate in classroom spaces. While practice-based approaches to teaching about justice and equity are not widespread (for exceptions see [@bib14]; [@bib74]; [@bib66]), [@bib39] has offered the field a conceptualization of intercultural teaching as decision-making; this work, together with one or more of the many comprehensive models of social justice teaching (e.g., [@bib38] "equality of condition" framework, [@bib29] "anti-oppressive education" framework, [@bib2] "five dimensions of multicultural education" framework, [@bib44] "culturally sustaining pedagogy" framework, or [@bib42] "three spheres of social justice" framework) could be instructive for further examining the implications of the findings of this study for teacher education in the foundations ([@bib68]).

A second implication of our findings has to do with how we, as a field, support teacher educators' to develop their practice. Various organizations have begun to design and implement professional development for TEs focused on supporting TEs' pedagogical practice. While, we believe that sophisticated practice in teacher education can be taught and learned and that the field would benefit from high-quality professional development for TEs, given the paucity of research on the practice of TEs, efforts to prepare TEs are frequently not grounded in research. This study, together with our related research ([@bib66]; [@bib67]; [@bib68]; [@bib69]), might inform professional development efforts aimed at TEs.

Practice-based tools (core practices, pedagogies of practice) are widely used in teacher education. While these tools are promising supports for TEs, they can be used to promote complex pedagogical reasoning skills or to instantiate rote teaching. The field has few representations of what it looks like to use these tools in the service of visions of ambitious teaching. With this study, we offer a more nuanced vision of PBTE in the service of teaching that values professional judgment and adaptive expertise. By developing a vision of high-quality PBTE, we hope to support the field in better aligning teacher education pedagogy and instructional design with ambitious teaching practice.
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The distinction between "temporal" and "textual" practices may be a useful heuristic for analyzing *teaching* practices, as well as for analyzing *teacher education* practices. For example, while "facilitating discussion" is a temporal practice (it has a beginning, a middle, and an end), "positioning students as competent sense-makers" and "orienting students to each other's ideas" ([@bib26]; [@bib66]; [@bib72]) are *textural* practices -- they weave in and out of *many* temporally bounded practices, including facilitating discussion.
